M6755 MOSES: FALLEN. IN THE CITY OF ANGELS (USA, 1994)  
(Other titles: In the city of angels)

Credits: director/writer, Benjamin Maccabee.
Cast: Benjamin Maccabee, Addi Kaplan, Penny Ray, Tony Digerlando, Amos Cowson, Al Taylor.
Summary: Fantasy set in contemporary Los Angeles. Tale of a fallen angel sentenced to live a human life. Moses (Maccabee) is the Angel of Life, haunted by visions of a dead child, but he works as an assassin for Mrs. Mier (Kaplan) whose true identity is Gabriel the Arc Angel. Moses’ assassination of Lucky Palermo was a mistake but Lucky’s brother Julius Palermo (Digerlando) whose true identity is the Dark Angel makes a vow to destroy Moses. Julius sends his daughter Angel Eyes (Ray) a top underworld assassin to kill Moses, but touched by the Arc Angel Gabriel, Angel Eyes falls for Moses instead. Moses then learns from Mrs. Mier that he is a fallen angel and that his mission is to return the Dark Angel to heaven. Together with Jesus (Cawson) a homeless Vietnam vet, Moses and Angel Eyes journey into the desert. Jesus leads them to his old time Vietnam buddy John J (Taylor) whose life he saved in Nam. Together these four fight in for good in the climactic showdown with the forces of evil.

No known reviews. Official web site viewed May 2006:  
(http://www.mosesthemovie.com/)
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